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Building Projects: Information 
Commons Phase II

o you enjoy the services and facilities at the
Library Information Commons (IC)? Did you take part
in the recent online survey for the IC?

The IC is a very popular service facility in the Library.
Many users, especially undergraduate students, enjoy
having such a supportive space in the Library where
information resources, computing facilities and
professional help are readily available. The Library
conducted the first user survey in 2007, within the
first year of the opening of the service; the survey
results were extremely useful for us to adjust the service and make improvements to meet your needs.
As a follow up, we held a second IC survey in February and March, both to benchmark users' satisfaction
with the survey two years ago, and to collect your views to help us fine-tune the upcoming Improvement
Project.

The Library obtained funding support from VPAAO to implement a series of enhancements to the IC for
Fall 2009. With this project, you will find:

new soft seats for laptop computer users
workstations that accommodate study groups of various sizes
a new teaching and presentation room with flexible configuration
a multifunction machine that lets you print, photocopy and scan files and documents
new workstations that provide stronger multimedia support
more inviting and accessible service desks

You may find details of this project at http://library.ust.hk/info/ic-improvement.html

All these enhancements aim
to meet your study and
research needs. That is why
the Library collected your
feedback via a recent survey.
At the time of writing, over
400 of you rated the service
and voiced your views. It is
encouraging that many of you
left meaningful comments,
both positive and negative
sides; it shows IC users have
diverse needs and views, and therefore, how challenging it is for the Library to accommodate such
diversity. We look forward to having the responses collected and analyzed; once that is finished, the
survey results will be posted on the Library website.

Apart from supporting the IC Improvement Project, this survey was also one of the quality assurance
initiatives that the Library planned for 2009. The quality assurance exercises are crucial for us to
maintain a user-centered learning and study environment with high quality library services and
information resources.
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Expression of Harmony - Calligraphy by Dr Sze Chi Ching
子清墨韻 : 施子清博士書法作品展

圖書館將於4月21日起展出著名書法家施子清博士書法作品。

施子清博士生於福建晉江，七歲始習書法，初從顏柳，後潛心何子貞，兼取眾家之長而自成面貌，
融會篆隸而尤精於行草。作品健勁沉著、意在筆先、隨體賦形；長篇鉅製如前後赤壁賦，尤覺大氣
磅礡、豪邁多姿。施博士於書法藝術創作外，還總結個人經驗，著為論文，以發揚書學，書藝與理
論並重，誠屬難能可貴。

展覽將於4月21日中午12時於圖書館展覽廳揭幕，校長朱經武教授主持開幕典禮，歡迎各界人士出
席，以襄盛事。詳情可致電2358-6707或瀏覽圖書館網頁
http://library.ust.hk/info/exhibit/sze-2009/

Join us at the Opening Ceremony of the Exhibition of Calligraphy Works by Dr Sze Chi
Ching on 21 April at 12 noon. President Professor Paul Chu will officiate at the
Ceremony.

Building Projects: Proposed LG1 Learning Commons

s part of space planning for the 3-3-4 migration, the Library recently proposed converting most of the
current LG1 floor into a 24-hour-capable expanded Learning Commons environment, as part of a
swapping arrangement involving the provision of space in the building expansion. The proposal was
well-received, with strong support from those involved in the planning process, and we are hopeful that
this shift will occur.

Recognizing that the Library is HKUST's central gathering place for students to study, write, research,
and learn in collaborative settings, the emphasis is to provide many different collaboration spaces of
variable size, with flexible use possibilities. This will support student learning in an environment of
inter-departmental cooperation and collaboration. The Library would act as the facilitating agent for
interdepartmental collaboration.

The Learning Commons would integrate with existing Library resources and facilities during regular
Library hours, with the ability of most of it to stand alone as a 24-hour zone as needed. In essence, the
Library's upper and lower floors would 'embrace' the new Learning Commons.

The existing Library computer lab would be replaced by a dual teaching lab, with the rest of the floor
divided into a variety of different collaboration spaces. These would all be bookable by individuals and
departments to enhance teaching and learning by academic departments and support units.

BookTalks

ince May, 2008, the Library has held BookTalks, where we invite authors to come and discuss books
that they have written. The talks can focus on the topics of the books, or on books and reading in general
and how their own reading and relationship with books has influenced their writing and careers.

On April 23rd, the Library will hold its third BookTalk. Prof. Raymond Wong, Head of the Division of
Social Sciences will give a talk on his recent book, Chinese entrepreneurship in a global era.

See http://library.ust.hk/info/booktalk/ and Library e-mails for details as the date approaches.

JULAC Libraries Forum to Further Collaboration

n 13 February, over 200 library staff of the eight UGC-funded institutions met at HKU for their JULAC
Libraries Forum, which was the first of this kind organized by JULAC (Joint University Librarians Advisory
Committee) in its 40 years' history.

It was at the 2008 strategic planning retreat that JULAC directors agreed it would be useful to have a
forum for JULAC staff to get together to share knowledge of new developments in other libraries and be
briefed on JULAC's future directions. With this agreement, the first Libraries Forum was organized along
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the theme "Moving Forward with JULAC" to further collaboration among JULAC libraries.

Kicking off the meeting was Mr Steve O'Conner, Chair of JULAC, who extended a warm welcome to all
attendees and also outlined the future directions and challenges of JULAC.

Mr O'Conner's opening remarks were followed by presentations from library directors who spoke about
the key collaborative projects, including the "Joint Universities Research Archives", a planned remote
storage facility for less-frequently used research materials to be shared by the eight libraries; and
"ConsortiALL", a combined JULAC committee for collaborative purchase of library collections. To follow up
on the directors' presentations, attendees were given the opportunity to address questions to the eight
JULAC directors at the Directors' Panel Session, which was moderated by Dr. Samson Soong.

The second part of the Forum was presentations from the eight JULAC libraries. Libraries took turn to
share with the floor their exciting projects and developments that covered topics ranging from electronic
collections, RFID, 24-hour learning commons to systems openness, information literacy and subject
librarianship. All the presentations were of great interest and inspiring to the participants.

"It was a great success that we all found the Forum useful and well planned!"

"We hope to learn more about JULAC's works and its plans. The Forum provided us the opportunity to
discuss face-to-face the challenges and strategies of JULAC."

From these comments we know that the First JULAC Libraries Forum has undoubtedly achieved its aims.
JULAC staff are looking forward to the second Forum which is planned to take place two years later in
2011.

More information about the Forum can be found at http://www.julac.org/events/.

Additional Computers on LG Floors

n order to meet growing demand, the Library is installing eight more computer stations on the lower
ground floors. Two will be added to LG1, and three each to LG3 and LG4.

All these stations will be placed in 'standing' computer carrels to simplify rapid access to the Library
Catalog and other reference resources.

Usability Tests & Focus Groups

ibrary staff recently conducted a usability test on the Library's two catalog interfaces
(http://ustlib.ust.hk and http://catalog.ust.hk), and on some of the functions of the larger Library
website (http://library.ust.hk). The purpose of this testing was to improve the interfaces to make them
easier and more intuitive for library users to find the information, services and materials they need as
easily as possible.

It was a relatively small test, involving about 10 users. Each user met for an hour with two staff, a
moderator and a recorder. The moderator asked the student or staff member to perform 11 set tasks,
using the "think aloud" method. The recorder wrote down what the test subject said, and what he or she
clicked on, scrolled through, etc. Then, the subject was asked for general feedback about the Library's
web site and catalogs.

Some of the common findings were that many users expect to find location information when they click
on the call number in the center of a library record, and are a bit surprised to be brought to a browse list
of the call numbers. Many users would also prefer to have the "request" button closer to the center of a
record. We found that users are almost all able to reserve a room for group study quite easily, and that
many appreciate the drop-down menus offered on the top banner of all pages.

This usability test was the second experiment by the Library's Discovery and Promotion web group - first
formed in April 2007 to learn more about how Library users interact with us online, and to promote more
library use, both virtual and physical. In late spring 2008, the group conducted a focus group with
students and staff. Some of the findings were then used to improve the site, for example the
catalog/course reserve/database tabs in the center of the library homepage (http://library.ust.hk).

One of the most difficult tasks D&P faces is finding library users who are willing to give an hour or so of
their time. So far, we have recruited by word-of-mouth, along with some ads, and contacting people who
said they would be willing to share opinions. Please consider letting the Library know that you're willing
to be contacted as a possible volunteer for future focus groups or usability testing. Contact:
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lbcaplan@ust.hk

Power Sockets Added to Reading Tables and Study Rooms

n a recent poll on the Library website, 84% of respondents voted for additional power sockets for
reading tables and in the group study rooms. For several years the Library has been working to add
power sockets for study spaces throughout the building.

Hundreds of additional sockets were added for all the study carrels along the various
curved walls of the Library. In view of rapidly expanding user need, the Library has
again submitted some requests for additional funding and building modifications to
improve the electrical provision.

In the meantime, in response to user demand and to minimize
electrical hazards from dangling power cords, the Library has

added 75 power strips to reading tables throughout the Library. Every study room
now has power available at the table, along with about 60 reading tables in open
study areas. Additional study tables will have power strips added during the spring
term.

In each case, the power strip has been mounted to one of the table's legs. A "Laptop
Power" sign has been placed on the table above that leg to help you locate the new
sockets.

Please use these power sockets rather than the floor boxes where possible, as this will reduce the chance
of your laptop being damaged by a power surge if a careless step cuts through your cable.

Collection Spotlight: E-Reference

ong-term users of the Library may notice that our G/F reference collection has shrunk in size to make
room for the Information Commons. Rest assured that the quality and quantity of our collection has not
been compromised. Every few years, subject librarians thoroughly review the health of the print
reference collection, and order new editions or titles and weed the dated ones.

To keep up with changing times, a good part of our reference collection has moved from the shelf to the
Web. What used to be in print is now accessible online. Examples are the International directory of
company histories and the Acronyms, initialisms & abbreviations dictionary. Both titles are part of the
Gale Virtual Reference Library.

Gale and other major publishers like Blackwell, Wiley and Oxford University Press have produced
e-reference packages providing seamless online access to hundreds of handbooks, dictionaries,
directories and encyclopedias. Blackwell Reference Online alone contains over 300 guides and
companions in the humanities, social sciences, and business and management.

Oxford Reference Online and Oxford Digital Reference Shelf cover multi-disciplinary subjects. The
former includes strong coverage of language dictionaries. The Oxford dictionary of English and The
Concise Oxford English dictionary are two popular titles. The Visual English dictionary should be
particularly useful for those who want definitions of terms supplemented by color illustrations. It's hard to
dispute the well-worn cliche: "A picture is worth a thousand words." ORO also gives a good selection of
bilingual dictionaries.

The Library's collection of Wiley Electronic Major Reference Works has expanded too. You can view a
complete list of Wiley reference titles via the Databases link on the Library home page. SourceOECD
remains an excellent source of statistics for the 30 OECD member countries. Knovel and ENGnetBASE
combined provide 2,300 handbooks in an array of science and engineering subjects.

All the individual reference titles have been catalogued, and can be found via a regular Library catalog
search. Or you can login to these collections individually via the database list to take advantage of their
unique browse and search features.

Last, do explore our listings under Internet Resources at http://library.ust.hk/res/beyond/. Many free
web resources are grouped under reference categories such as Maps, Quotations and Statistics.
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rom time to time, database vendors offer us trial access to new products so that library staff and users
can gauge their relevance and usefulness. Several databases are currently on extended trial; you are
encouraged to use them and send in your feedback. At the end of the trial, the Library's Collection
Development team will analyze the feedback, usage patterns and pricing issues; and decide whether the
Library should enter into formal subscriptions.

Both Emerald Insights and AdWise are on trial until the end of 2009. Emerald is a reputable publisher
of management research. It provides full-text access to 175 journals in a range of management
disciplines such as accounting and finance, marketing, human resources management, organization
studies, and operations and logistics management.

Emerald's package offers a number of new journals plus titles that are also available via ProQuest. The
major difference between access via the publisher and via ProQuest is the year coverage. Emerald's
version offers a much more complete coverage up to the most current issues. The ProQuest
counterparts, on the other hand, often have an embargo period of up to one year, meaning that the most
current issues are not available.

AdWise is a brand new service developed by Wisers, the publisher of WiseNews. It specializes in
market advertisements as appeared on local newspapers and magazines. It is a young database, so the
current coverage only dates back to August 2008. The advertisements, reproduced in full color images,
are arranged by categories such as Mobile Phones, Restaurants, Slimming and Fitness products. They can
be browsed or keyword searched. Users can generate ranking reports by ad value, ad count or total ad
pages under "AdWise Reports." This is most useful in identifying who the top players are.

China InfoBank has been our main source of China statistical data for some time. Until recently, the
publisher developed an offshoot statistical database called SOSHOO (搜數網). SOSHOO covers close to
500 statistical sources published in Mainland China. Data at national, provincial and city levels are
available. If you are familiar with China InfoBank, SOSHOO shouldn't be a stranger to you. The
interface of both is very similar. Data can be exported in Excel format.

All trial resources are available via http://library.ust.hk/info/db/evaluation.html. We value your
comments on these products.
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